Color Guide:
Writanium® Writing Surfaces

Writanium® Markerboards
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BRIGHT WHITE (STANDARD)

SOFT GREY

02
BEIGE

Writanium® Chalkboards

03

04
GREEN

BLACK (STANDARD)

05
SLATE

"Dry erase markers are not for use on chalkboards"

Imagination made easy.™

Note: Color swatches are printed approximations and actual color may vary.
If exact match is required, please contact us to request a sample.

Manufacturing Process
Our process starts with coils of high grade, light gauge cold rolled steel.
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Steel is chemically
cleaned and dried

2

A precisely balanced
groundcoat is applied
to both sides for fused,
uniform surface

3

Steel is fed into a ﬁring
furnace that exceeds 1500°
to fuse the groundcoat to the
steel, then shock cooled

A Writanium™ perma-color top
coat is applied to give the surface the desired color, ﬁnish and
fade-resistant characteristics
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5

A second furnace ﬁring is done
to fuse the perma-color top coat
to the steel

6

Surface quality and color
consistency are monitored to
assure a perfect Writanium®
porcelain-on-steel ﬁnish

7

Finished Writanium® porcelain-on-steel is converted
into the Platinum products

Surface Performance
Ultra smooth, porcelain-on-steel writing surface for increased erasability and optimum visibility.

Writable

Visable

Erasable

Washable

Wearable

Can be written on
with any dry erase,
semi-permanent,
water-soluble
marker without
damage to the
surface.

Sharp, clear and
distinct marker
lines provide maximum color contrast
with the surface
and minimize glare
and random light
reﬂection.

Dry erase marker
ink can be wiped
off easily with a dry
cloth or standard
erase. Crayon, semipermanent and permanent marker pen
inks can be removed
with an appropriate
cleaning agent or
other solvent based
cleaner.

All residues that
remain after normal erasing can be
removed by the following our cleaning
instructions.

Vitriﬁed glass-hard
ceramic surface
fused to light gauge
enameling grade
steel at more
than 800°C. High
resistance to impact
damage, abrasion,
scratching and
color fading. The
Writanium® surface
registers a 6.0 on
the revised Mohs
hardness scale.

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE OF MARKERBOARDS

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF MEASURED DISTORTION
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Surface is ideal for
all magnets and
magnetic impregnated materials
without scratches
or damage from the
contact.

The surface is 100%
non-combustible.
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COMPETITORS’ BEST
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